BMC is alerting users to a problem in the DASD MANAGER PLUS for DB2® product.

**Issue**

Incorrect LOAD statements in the installation JCL can cause the BMCTRIG or BMCREORG utility to fail when the following conditions exist:

- You are using version 2.3.10, 2.3.15, or 2.3.20 of the Installation System.
- You use the Installation System to migrate data to the EXCEPTIONS2 repository table.

Either of the following results can occur:

- BMCTRIG fails and issues error BMC278039E or BMC278026E.
- BMCREORG (with the CONDEXEC BMC command option) fails and issues warning BMC278097W.

**Resolution**

If you have already migrated the DASD MANAGER PLUS data, issue the following SQL command:

```
UPDATE <creator>.EXCEPTIONS2
SET REGISTRATION_ID = NULL
WHERE REGISTRATION_ID <> 0
AND REGISTRATION_ID NOT IN
(SELECT CAND_REG_ID FROM <creator>.CANDIDATE)
```
If you have not yet migrated the data, correct the LOAD statement in the ASUCONV2 member of the installation JCL for the creator.EXCEPTIONS2 table. The following example shows the correct LOAD statement:

```sql
INTO TABLE ASU101B.EXCEPTIONS2
(QUALIFIER             POSITION(*) VARCHAR
,OBJECT                POSITION(*) VARCHAR
,PARTITION             POSITION(*) SMALLINT
,OBJTYPE               POSITION(*) CHAR (002)
,EXCEPTION             POSITION(*) CHAR (008)
,CURRENT_VALUEF        POSITION(*) FLOAT (021)
,COMPARE_VALUEF        POSITION(*) FLOAT (021)
,TRIGGER_VALUE         POSITION(*) INTEGER
,TIMESTAMP             POSITION(*) TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL
,ACTION_TAKEN          POSITION(*) VARCHAR
,JCLDSN                POSITION(*) VARCHAR
,ACTIVE                POSITION(*) CHAR (001)
,LAST_UPDATE           POSITION(*) TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL
,LAST_UPDATER          POSITION(*) CHAR (008)
,PRIORITY              POSITION(*) SMALLINT
,CORRECTIVE_ACTION     POSITION(*) CHAR (020)
,BMC_NULL1             POSITION(*) CHAR(1)
,REGISTRATION_ID       POSITION(*) INTEGER
       NULLIF BMC_NULL1=X'FF'
,BMCTRIG_ID            POSITION(*) CHAR(20)
)
```

**NOTE**

If you have questions, contact Customer Support at 1 800 537 1813 (United States or Canada) or call your local support center.

---

**Where to get the latest product information**

To view the latest BMC documents, see the Support Central website at http://www.bmc.com/support. Notices such as flashes, technical bulletins, and release notes are available on the website. You can subscribe to proactive alerts to receive e-mail messages when notices are issued or updated. For more information about proactive alerts, see the Support Central website.